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Ashbourne is a private, co-educational college for A level,

GCSE and preparation for university. Located in one of

London’s most beautiful areas, it is situated in a quiet street

near Kensington Palace and offers spectacular opportunities

to explore the myriad cultural attractions of this great city.

It is a college for students who value the best academic

traditions of independent education, but are looking for a

radically fresh approach. Ashbourne respects individuality

and independence and offers its students the unrestricted

freedom to choose from a vast array of interesting and

stimulating subjects. With classes only exceptionally

exceeding 10, we stress the importance placed on individual

attention. Relations with staff are uncomplicated, informal

and often inspiring.

Ashbourne believes that high expectations lead to excellent

exam results and fulfilled potential.
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SOFIA SABBEN

Biology A, Drama A, English Literature A*

Sofia is a gifted musician and actor, who was a Drama scholar at Ashbourne,
but decided that her gifts would be best applied as a lawyer. She is particularly
interested in human rights law and the criminal justice system. Sofia is one of
a small group of Ashbourne students who have gone on to the prestigious
New College of the Humanities in London, where she reads Law with English
and History.

ARIK RAVIV

Mathematics A*, Further Mathematics C, Philosophy D, Spanish A*

Arik came to us from New York, bringing an enthusiasm for the arts – and poetry
in particular – as well as academic talent in mathematics and languages. His
versatility was reflected in the degree course, Philosophy and Mathematics, which
he took at Edinburgh University. He has since commented on the ways in which
“Ashbourne prepared me for all the academic challenges that university provides.
Classes at Ashbourne work identically to my tutorials at university; the tutors are
as approachable and knowledgeable as any of my lecturers; and the emphasis on
private study to reinforce the day's teaching is exactly what is expected when
studying at a higher level.”
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Principal
MICHAEL KIRBY

MSc (London), BApSc (Toronto)

Mike founded Ashbourne College in 1981 and has since

presided over its continuing academic development and

growth in reputation. Educated at the Universities of

Toronto and London, where he read Aerospace

Engineering and Statistics, Mike is a key figure in the

promotion of independent education in the UK through

bodies such as the Council for Independent Education

(CIFE). For several years he has been part of the

Admissions Panel for Medicine at UCL as a lay member.
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SEN IOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

Assistant Director of Studies
Leader of Faculties

JAMES WYKES

BA Hons (Wales), MA (Birkbeck)

PGCE (King’s College London)

Since joining Ashbourne in 2007, James has made
an outstanding contribution to the academic
development of the school. As well as leading an
exceptionally successful English Department, he was
instrumental in establishing Drama as a vital part of
Ashbourne’s curriculum. He has enriched the
College’s cultural life with initiatives that have
ranged from the college newspaper to critical
theory seminars. Above all, as Assistant Director of
Studies and Leader of Faculties, he has guided and
motivated countless Ashbourne students and has
presided over the evolution of the College’s
distinctive educational approach.

Assistant Director of Studies
Head of Year 12

ROB KOCHO

BSc (University of Sunshine Coast, Australia)

BEd (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)

Rob Kocho joined Ashbourne College in 2010. His many
years spent working in educational environments
around the world made him an exciting addition to the
biology team. He is passionate about the environment
and instigated our annual international biology field
trip. After two successful years as Head of Middle
School, Rob was appointed Assistant Director of Studies
in 2013. Rob has made an invaluable contribution as
Head Of Year 12 and is the driving force behind the
year 12 personal tutoring programme. He is responsible
for the implementation of the year 12 student council,
as well as being heavily involved in school events such
as the annual European cultural trip.

Director of Studies
Head of Year 13

LEE KIRBY

After living and working abroad, Lee has been
instrumental in the development of the structure of
the College and its directions. As Director of Studies,
Lee is in charge of motivating and guiding all our
students, especially in the all-important Year 13. He
draws on a wealth of experience of different aspects
of Ashbourne, from pastoral care to administration
and management, previously holding the role of
Director of Operations. He is also an accomplished
musician and sportsman.
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TEA CH ING

High Expectations
Engagement

Engagement, interaction and communication are fundamental to understanding

Ashbourne’s success. Class sizes are limited to 10 and exceed this number only in

exceptional circumstances. The average is 7. This enables an outstanding degree of

personal attention, allowing teachers to deal with the needs of each student,

ensuring an animated and productive atmosphere.

Interaction

A key to the process of education is feedback. Our teachers are able to set and

mark much more homework because class sizes are small and teaching time

significantly exceeds what is found in most other schools or colleges.

Supervised Structured Work

In class students are constantly engaged: for example, reviewing homework, asking

questions or working on supervised assignments. Progress through any syllabus is

energetic but never stressful.

Exam Confidence

This supervised classwork includes formal mock exams every half term. Past

examination questions provide a focus for all tuition. This preparation means that

students can approach exams in a relaxed and confident manner.

CALUM WITNEY

Drama A, English Language B, German B

“When I first joined Ashbourne College in January, I arrived from a school with a

very traditional background (in fact it was founded by Henry VIII) which I found to

be a little archaic. Ashbourne was a breath of fresh air for me. I found that I

worked harder and, whilst Ashbourne’s teachers were always demanding, they

allowed for self-motivation. In my experience I am less inclined to do something

with the crack of a slaver’s whip behind me.

That said, Ashbourne expects its students to work hard, and the atmosphere at the

college encourages work and study. Intertwined with this is a deep and friendly

rapport with the teaching staff that I believe could not be compared to any college

in the country. It is safe to say that Ashbourne is a superb college with

fantastically dedicated staff who are only too happy to sit down with you and talk

about any of your interests or concerns.”

Calum achieved A, B, B in his A levels and, against stiff competition, won a place

for Drama at the London University of the Arts, St Martin’s.
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VICTORIA YARAMENKO

Economics A, English Literature A, Mathematics B

From the Ukraine by way of Repton School, Vikki joined us to complete her A2

year. She distinguished herself academically and, having taken a gap year to

explore opportunities in Finance and Shipping, read Economics at the University

of Bristol.

Subject Choice, Flexibility
Ashbourne offers its A level students a plethora of subjects from which to choose,

virtually without restriction. Students are excited and motivated by this freedom to

create their own unique timetable.

The diversity of timetables provides many opportunities for encounters between

students with different interests and personalities. This promotes harmony as well

as performance.
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IN D IV IDUAL ATTENT ION

A Personal Approach
Personal Tutors

The Director of Studies leads a team of Personal Tutors who act as the students’

guide, counsellor and motivator. The Personal Tutor is the liaison between students,

parents and teachers.

Guidance

The Personal Tutors encourage the development of independence, confidence and

ambition. As counsellors, they provide both pastoral and academic support, giving

each of their students individual attention and advice.

Communication

Teachers write reports for each of their students four times each year but, more

importantly, report any concerns immediately to the Personal Tutor. These reports

include comments on homework completion, grades, attendance, effort, ability,

punctuality and participation.

Academic Focus

The high expectation we have for both staff and students has produced excellent

exam results. We insist that all assigned work is submitted and, together with our

Personal Tutors, the Assistant Directors of Studies and Principal aim to supervise

the completion of any outstanding work.
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Economics and Accounting
In today’s global economy, knowledge of finance, markets or statistics is

increasingly important to students who wish to pursue careers relating to

banking, accountancy or fund management.

The strength of this department derives from the multi-faceted background

and experience of its staff. As well as outstanding academic achievements,

this includes experience in fund management and venture capital, chartered

accountancy and law.

Many of Ashbourne’s students have gone on to read Economics, Business or

Finance at:

Cambridge University

City University

King’s College, London

London School of Economics

Oxford University

University College, London

Warwick University

Teacher of Geography

JERRY EVANS

BSc Hons (Aberystwyth), FSI (City)

Before joining Ashbourne as teacher of Geography, Jerry was a fund manager in

the City and a Director of the School of Business Management at the University of

Wales. Jerry is passionate about both of his subjects, in particular the relation

between economics and the environment.
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Science, Mathematics, Further
Mathematics, Computing
“Science may set limits to knowledge, but should not set

limits to imagination.”

Bertrand Russell (1872 – 1970)

Having begun over 30 years ago as a specialist college in

Mathematics, Science and Economics, Ashbourne has a long

tradition of success in the science subjects.

For example in 2014, our students achieved an average

grade of A for A level Mathematics, with only 1 result

below B grade.

Over the past two years, 68% of our results have been at

A*/A and 87% at A*/A/B in Mathematics. We are

extremely proud of our performance in all of our subjects

but would like to highlight the exceptional achievement

in these disciplines.

UTKU ALHUN

Biology A, Chemistry A, Mathematics A, Physics A

Joining us from Cyprus by way of the United States, Utku was a truly outstanding student, completing

four A levels in one year of study. He is now studying Medicine at UCL.

“What sets Ashbourne apart is the high degree of flexibility it offers in helping the students shape their

own futures. In a close-knit community that values and encourages diversity, it fosters academic and

social self-development, making the transition to university life seem effortlessly smooth. I cannot

overemphasise how instrumental Ashbourne was in helping me realise my aspirations.”

IN FOCUS
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Graphic Design, Photography
YULIYA LIBKINBA

Graphic Design B, Japanese A, Photography B

Coming to us from the Ukraine, Yuliya studied Graphic Design at the London College

of Fashion.
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IN FOCUS

Fine Art, Textiles
Admissions to Art School

Ashbourne’s outstanding reputation in the Fine and Applied Arts has resulted in

many successful applications to the leading art schools. Students benefit from the

detailed and specialist advice offered by our Arts Faculty on portfolio presentation

and the exposure to a wide variety of artistic media.

LIDIIA MAKAROVA

Fine Art A*, History of Art A*, Russian A*, Textiles A*

Lidiia is an exceptionally talented Art student who has gone on to pursue a

Foundation Course at Central St Martin’s. Not only did she excel at Fine Art and

Textiles but she also developed the writing skills that are essential for Art History,

as well as showing an interest in Business. This set of skills will stand her in good

stead for her proposed career in the fashion industry.Head of Arts Faculty
Teacher of Fine Art

LAWRIE QUIGLEY
BA Fine Art (Open University)

Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art (Royal Academy of Arts)

Art Teacher’s Certificate (Leeds)
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Humanities
In the Humanities, there is depth and excellence across a vast range of subjects

from which, in general, students may choose freely.

SOPHIE SMITH

Drama B, English Literature A, Film Studies A*

Sophie’s passion for cinema led her to take a BA in Film Studies, followed by an

MA in Arts Criticism at the University of Kent. She returned to Ashbourne to work

in the administration of the College, as well as being involved in the Film Studies

Department, and is about to begin a doctorate in the subject. Above all, she felt

that Ashbourne is a school where the teachers’ passion and enthusiasm were

highly infectious and where “you could always talk to anyone about anything”.

English Literature
The performance in exams is highlighted by the department of English Literature

where over the past two years 50% of our results have been at A*/A and 84% at

A*/A/B.

English at Ashbourne has also benefited from the presence of talented students of

Drama, another high-performing subject. Some of these students have come to

Ashbourne on our scholarship scheme, which also applies to gifted musicians.

*Please consult with Admissions

Classical Civilisation

Drama and Theatre Studies

English Literature

Film Studies

French

Geography

*German

Government and Politics

History

History of Art

*Italian

Media Studies

Music

Philosophy

Psychology

Sociology

Spanish
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Performing Arts – Drama and Music
A student’s time is divided between classroom lessons and practical theatre

sessions, including six visits to the theatre each year. Thus we combine academic

rigour with the practical and creative demands of the course. Exceptionally in

Drama, practical workshops are deliberately limited to 5/6 students; this enables us

to give our students the direction, energy and commitment that they deserve.

Our Music A level programme has recently made a successful start. We are very

confident that it will go from strength to strength, with new music ensembles and

a new music facility, including a music practice area and Mac computers

supporting state-of-the-art composition and recording software.

Auditions

The college hosts annual auditions for entry and scholarships. For Drama each

student is asked to prepare a monologue of their own choosing on which they will

be asked to comment in their interview.

For Music, in addition to an interview, each student is asked to prepare and

perform a piece of their choice.

Ashbourne Revue

The drama department has a key role to play in the Revue at Christmas time each

year. The Revue includes Dance, Drama, Music and Fashion and involves around 50

per cent of the student body.

IN FOCUS

FRANCESCA NARDONE

French A, Maths A, Music A*

Francesca’s career at Ashbourne exemplified the connection that has often been

made between the disciplines of Mathematics and Music. As one of the College’s

Music students, she excelled in both subjects, as well as being a fine linguist. With

this versatility, she was admirably suited to her chosen degree course, Liberal Arts

at King’s College London.
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UN IVERS I TY ENTR ANCE

An Overview
Helping each student to make a confident application to

university is one of the strengths of our UCAS Personal Tutor

system. Our concern is to understand our students' abilities

and aspirations, whilst ensuring that they choose

appropriate courses and present themselves as effectively as

possible in their UCAS applications. Many go on to

prestigious universities such as LSE, UCL, Imperial College

and Oxbridge. Last year 50% of our students were admitted

to Russell Group universities.

DUC THONG NGUYEN

Computer Science A, Further Maths A, Maths A, Physics A

One of many outstanding Vietnamese scholars, Thong

gained nine perfect scores out of twelve modules in Maths

and Further Maths, and won a scholarship to Gonville and

Caius College, Cambridge, where he studied Civil

Engineering.

"Choosing to study at Ashbourne was one of my best

decisions because I was so well cared for both academically

and personally. This was especially true in preparing for my

interview at Cambridge, for which I received a lot of help

from my Personal Tutor.”
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Oxford, Cambridge and
Medical School Entrance
Ashbourne’s specialist programme for applicants to Oxford, Cambridge,

Medicine and other demanding courses and universities builds on many years

of impressive results. Students are prepared for the BMAT, UKCAT and LNAT

tests required by Oxford, Cambridge and Imperial College among others.

Ashbourne is fortunate to be able to draw on the experience of academics

and other speakers who provide invaluable advice to our prospective medical

students.

Our Principal, Mike Kirby is a lay member of the Admissions Panel for

Medicine at UCL.

To be informed is to be empowered, but to be educated is to be enlightened.“

by DR BARRY RHULE

PhD Philosophy (Westfield College, UCL)

BSc Science (Polytechnic of North London)

Teacher of Mathematics and Physics

UN IVERS I TY ENTRANCE

“
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LO CAT I ON , FAC I L I T I ES

Ashbourne is fortunate to have a wonderful location in a quiet street close to

Kensington Palace and Hyde Park. It benefits from this beautiful setting as well as

the easy access to such monuments as the Royal Albert Hall and the Victoria and

Albert Museum. Many of our students live in nearby hostels or homestays.

Ashbourne’s main building at Old Court Place is fully equipped for A level study.

There is wireless, broadband Internet access throughout the college and a full

range of learning resources including the near universal provision of interactive

boards. There are specialist laboratories for the teaching of Science subjects and

Computing, and each teacher is provided with their own laptop to exploit fully the

power of digital media.

The Media and Film room contains digital video and audio facilities for recording

and editing, using state-of-the-art iMacs. These facilities enable students to work

on creative publishing, graphic design and computer animation projects.

Visual Arts and the GCSE department are housed at our building in Young Street,

two minutes’ walk from Old Court Place. There are studios for Fine Art and Textiles,

Graphic Design and Photography, including a dark room and processing area.

We have also recently opened a facility dedicated to Drama in our nearby premises

at 47 Kensington Court. This inspiring space, with its elegant skylights and modern

fixtures, is on the upper floor of a period building, which also houses a suite of

state-of-the-art classrooms.

Ashbourne College main building

Young Street premises

Kensington Court premises
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Ashbourne is happy to provide a list of hostels and homestays to which students may apply independently; it has no dedicated

accommodation and is not a boarding school. The college’s Welfare Officer will assist such applications and liaises closely with

students, parents or guardians to understand the requirements and needs of any particular student. Accordingly, The Welfare

Officer will then suggest appropriate suppliers of accommodation and may also work on students’ behalf to resolve any problems

that might arise.

Types of Accommodation

There are various accommodation options for anyone studying at Ashbourne. Nearby are several hostels where students from

Ashbourne and other colleges reside. They may also choose to stay with a host family where they can study whilst experiencing

life as part of an English family. The college has about 75 students who live in these types of accommodations, with almost equal

numbers in hostels and homestays.

Suppliers of Accommodation

Ashbourne has a list of suppliers who have provided accommodation for Ashbourne students over many years. Parents, students

or guardians may use this list to arrange accommodation, and just as they apply to the college, deal directly with these suppliers

or make their own arrangements. Ashbourne does not inspect the accommodation offered by the providers and does not make

any claim or guarantee as to the standard or safety of the premises listed. Nonetheless, we receive few complaints about these

providers and generally feedback has been very positive.

Education Guardianship

Parents of students who are resident outside the UK should appoint an education guardian for the student in the UK who can

take responsibility for the student and provide them with support when they are not in the care of the College. The education

guardian should be given legal authority to act on behalf of the parents in all respects. The parents are responsible for satisfying

themselves as to the suitability of an education guardian and should keep the College up-to-date with the contact details for

the education guardian appointed.
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BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

Cultural Visit to Europe

Every year, the College visits a major European city during

the Spring half-term, enhancing students’ appreciation of

the European cultural heritage of art, architecture, music

and drama. In recent years, the college has visited Rome,

Amsterdam, Barcelona and Madrid.

Special Events

Recent special events arranged by Ashbourne have included:

Tour of London for new students

Opera - La Traviata

Show - Cirque du Soleil

Musical - Wicked

Go Karting competition

Maths competition

Bowling competition

Art gallery trips

Ballet – Swan Lake

Trip to the Globe Theatre
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BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

Extra-curricular Activities
Extra-curricular activities have always been integral to the

Ashbourne ethos, providing a platform for the varied talents

and interests of the college's vibrant student body. In recent

years, the activities programme has been expanded to

feature numerous clubs, trips and social events.

• Astro Particle Physics club

• Chess club

• Composition and

Recording club

• Critical Theory seminars

• Debate club

• Drama club

• Fashion club

• Film club

• French club

• German club

• Improvisation club

• Italian club

• Japanese club

• Knit and Chill

• Meditation

• Model United Nations

• Spanish club

• The Ashbourne Newspaper

• Tango and Salsa

• 8-a-side football
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Technology at Ashbourne
Ashbourne is committed to promoting the use of innovative and accessible

new technologies to organise, manage and deliver the learning experiences

and outcomes of their students.

In addition to the near-universal provision of interactive boards, the range

of tools includes subject blogs which collate learning materials and

resources and are accessible anywhere in the world via the Internet (parents

included). They can be used to structure and organise delivery of the

curriculum, provide a resource for students to revisit lectures, provide links

to useful content in web, audio/video form or provide access to multi-

media learning resources. Past papers, mark schemes and subject-specific

advice relating to universities are also increasingly made available.

The Media and Film departments have experimented with the introduction

of Google docs, which has an integrated facility for live-time collaborative

teaching and learning. Any student equipped with widely available IOS

devices (iPhones, iPads…) can integrate teacher and student learning.

Through Zenbe shareflow teachers and students can share research,

questions, tasks, links and reminders outside of class-time. This dramatically

improves student focus so that they arrive at class with an immediate sense

of purpose, ready to participate and learn. Prezi, a powerful animated

presentation tool, allows for up to 10 participants to collaborate on the

creation of a single presentation.
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THE FUTURE OF EDUCAT ION

Personal Tutors
Success in education depends on unlocking the student’s potential. Through its

system of Personal Tutors Ashbourne aims to be at the forefront of educational

practice, ensuring that students study and prepare for exams as effectively as

possible. The help that Personal Tutors provide is vital in achieving this aim, and

Personal Tutors also provide a vital link between the College and parents and

guardians. We are proud of the many compliments that we have received for our

emphasis on communication and personal attention.

Each student receives individual assistance from their Personal Tutor, who is

assigned to them at the beginning of the year. The Personal Tutors for Years 10,

11 and 13 are the heads of those years, while four Personal Tutors are dedicated

to Year 12.

Initially a Personal Tutor will meet students in a group and focus on important

academic issues of study skills and management of time. First and foremost, the

Personal Tutor will ensure that all students fulfill their academic potential by

monitoring their work and performance in examinations. Personal Tutors liaise

weekly with teachers, Assistant Directors of Studies and Director of Studies.

As well as producing academic work of the highest quality, a student must make

a strong UCAS application in order to be accepted into a top-ranking university.

Ashbourne provides each student with a dedicated UCAS tutor, who oversees the

whole application process. The student will engage with the UCAS tutor on a

one-to-one basis to ensure that the most confident application is made. Where

appropriate, this assistance will include interview practice and preparation for

special entry exams such as BMAT and LNAT.
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DANIAL RAHIMI FARAHANI

Biology A, Chemistry A, Mathematics A*, Further Mathematics A, Persian A*

Danial’s success at Ashbourne began in his first year with us. In a single year Danial achieved 7A*

and 2As at GCSE, despite having come from a non-British education system. Danial has developed

an exceptionally wide range of skills, from computing to music. However, he particularly excelled in

Maths and the Sciences and gained a place to read Medicine at UCL. He has described Ashbourne’s

unique qualities as “...encouraging independent learning while providing students with sufficient

support when needed, along with its active, lively and friendly atmosphere.”

Admissions

Ashbourne aims to attract students with good character and

solid academic achievements. The college takes great care

with admissions and interviews each applicant. The

interview is friendly, informal and without obligation.

A Level Courses

A level students may choose to study for 1 year, 18 months

(beginning in January) or 2 years. Each of these

longstanding courses has their own specific format; in

particular, extra teaching time is allocated for the more

intensive courses.

Transfer from AS Level

Having completed their AS levels elsewhere, students are

welcome to transfer to Ashbourne to complete their A level

studies.
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GCS E COURSES

Head of Middle School

RUPERT BROWETT

BA History (Goldsmiths)

CELTA Level 4 (Cambridge)

Rupert Browett, who has worked at Ashbourne for over 15

years, led the College’s EFL Department. However, since 2013

he has headed Ashbourne’s Middle School and has presided

over a period of growth, accompanied by excellent GCSE

results and exceptional pastoral care. He and his department

place a strong emphasis on the personal development and

wellbeing of the pupils, who are from a wide range of

backgrounds and nationalities.

Although renowned for its A level programme,

the college has over 30 successful years of

experience at GCSE. Rupert Browett ensures that

the students are especially well cared for,

motivated and, as with all of our pupils, happy.

The Middle School offers a one year or two year

GCSE programme which applicants may choose

from. The first year is organised around the

national curriculum so that students usually

study the following:

• Mathematics and Science (Physics,

Chemistry and Biology)

• English Language and Literature

• French or another major European language

• Computing

• History

• PSHE (Personal, Social and Health Education)

• Art

• Drama

• Sports

For their final year (or the single year for one year

students) students take both core (compulsory)

and optional subjects.

Core subjects: Mathematics, Science, English

Language, English Literature, another major

European language, PSHE, Sports.

Optional subjects: Art, History, Geography,

Economics, Graphics, Music, Photography, Textiles,

Computing, Drama.

For all subject choices, please contact the

Admissions department for further details and to

discuss in more details. Other subjects may be

available on request.
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A LEVEL GCSE

Accounting •
Art, Craft and Design •
Art and Design •
Biology • •
Chemistry • •
Classical Civilisation •
Computing • •
Drama and Theatre Studies • •
Economics • •
English Language •
English Literature • •
Film Studies •
Fine Art • •
French • •
Further Mathematics •
Geography • •
*German • •
Government and Politics •
Graphic Design • •
History • •

A LEVEL GCSE

History of Art •
*Italian • •
*Japanese • •
*Latin •
Mathematics • •
Media Studies •
Music • •
Philosophy •
Photography • •
Physics • •
Psychology •
Science
(combined Bio, Chem, Phys) •
Sociology •
Spanish • •
Textiles • •

*Please consult with Admissions



Fees 2016 / 17

Autumn Term
First day of term
Monday 5th September 2016

Half-term
Monday 24th to Friday 28th October 2016

End of term
Friday 16th December 2016

Spring Term
First day of term
Monday 2nd January 2017

Half-term
Monday 13th to Friday 17th February 2017

End of term
Friday 24th March 2017

Easter Revision
Week 1
Monday 27th March 2017
Week 2
Monday 3rd April 2017
Week 3
Monday 10th April 2017

Summer Term
First day of term
Tuesday 18th April 2017

There is no half-term or study leave,
except for Bank Holidays

End of term
Friday 26th May 2017

Term Dates 2016 / 17

A Level (AS and A2) Courses

Two year courses

Three/four subjects per term £7,750

One Year and 18 Month Courses

Three/four subjects per term £7,750

Exam Fees

AS level per subject £150

A2 level per subject £150

GCSE Courses

One year courses

Five or more subjects per term £7,750

Two year courses

Five or more subjects per term £7,750

Exam Fees

GCSE per subject £100

International Students

International students per term

(applying directly from overseas) £8,250

Additional Fees

Individual tuition per hour £90

Registration fee £250

Refundable book deposit £200

Practical fees per subject, per term

(for A level students of Fine Art,

Graphics, Music, Photography, Textiles,

Drama and the Sciences) £225

31
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Principal
Head of Mathematics
and Physics Faculty
Michael Kirby*
MSc (London), BApSc (Toronto)
Mathematics, Physics

Director of Studies
Head of Year 13
Lee Kirby*
SEN Coordinator

Assistant Director of Studies
Leader of Faculties
Head of Humanities Faculty
James Wykes*
BA (Hons) English (Wales), MA (Birkbeck),
PGCE (King’s College)
English Literature, Drama

Assistant Director of Studies
Head of Year 12
Year 12 Personal Tutor
Rob Kocho*
BSc (Sunshine Coast, Australia), BEd
(Queensland Technology)
Biology, Science

Head of Middle School
Rupert Browett
BA History (Goldsmiths),
CELTA Level 4 (Cambridge)
IELTS

Designated Safeguarding Lead
Frances Burns
BA General (Liverpool)
MA Drama (Ohio)
Drama, Deputy SEN Coordinator

*indicates that the member of staff is a
UCAS Personal Tutor

Heads of Faculties
Head of Finance
and Computing Faculty
Ruchi Agarwal*
Bcom (Delhi University), MSc Computer
Applications (University of Meerut),
ICT PGCE (IOE)
Computing

Head of Multi-Media
and Social Science Faculty
Dennis Fulcher*
BSc Sociology (Kingston), MA Politics and
Government (London Metropolitan),
PGCE (Greenwich)
Film Studies, Government and Politics,
Media Studies, Psychology

Head of Natural Sciences Faculty
Amy Harper-Tarr*
BSc Neuroscience (King's College)
Biology

Head of Arts Faculty
Lawrence Quigley*
BA Fine Art (Open University), Postgraduate
Diploma in Fine Art (Royal Academy of Arts),
Art Teacher’s Certificate (Leeds)
Fine Art

Head of Languages Faculty
Alberto Lado Rey*
MA Hispanic Studies (UCL), BA English
Language, PGCSE (Santiago de Compostela
University, Spain)
English Language, Spanish

Head of Culture and Society Faculty
Will Stockland*
MA History of Art Hons (Edinburgh)
History of Art, IELTS

Year 12 Personal Tutors
Katie Pettitt*
BA, History or Art and English (Birmingham),
MA, History of Art (Essex), PGCE
History of Art, English Literature, Media Studies

Amjad Shah*
BSc (Glasgow), BSc (UEL), PGCE
Chemistry, Science

Teaching Staff
Cristina Bottigella
BA Italian Literature and Contemporary Art
(Milan), MA Cultural Policy (City University)
Italian

Arabella Bridge
BA English Literature (Open University),
PGCE Education (Sussex)
English Literature

Joanna Budden
BA History (Leeds), PGCE Secondary Education
(Manchester Metropolitan)
History

Stephen Burton
BA Geography, PGCE, PhD Philosophy (Leicester)
Sociology

Frances Bushe
BA English (UCL), MA Acting (Arts Educational
School), PGCE Education (Cambridge)
Drama

Brendan Casey
BSc Economics (LSE), BEd (Greenwich)
Accounting, Economics

Ben Calverley
Mmath Mathematics (Oxford),
MSC Theoretical Physics (King's College)
Mathematics, Further Mathematics

George Chaldezos
BA Classical Civ (Aristotle Uni of Thessaloniki),
PhD Classical Civ (Cambridge), PGCE (UCL)
Classical Civilisation, Latin

Andrew Conway
BSc Mathematics (Warwick), MSc Mathematical
Education (Southbank), PGCE Mathematics
(Garnet College)
Mathematics

Sheila Cosgrove
BA Design & Textile Design (Chelsea College of
Art), CFA (Ruskin School of Drawing, Oxford),
BSc Design (University of Cincinnati, USA),
Fashion Illustration (School of Visual Arts,
NYC, USA)
Textiles

John Curran
BSc Economics (CNAA), MA Economics
Education (UCL), MEd Policy, Research &
Professional Practice (London Metropolitan)
Economics

Rupinder Dhillon
BSc Industrial and Natural Resource Chemistry
(Brunel), PGCE (Brunel)
Mathematics

Jeremy Evans
BSc Hons (Aberystwyth), FSI (City University)
Geography

May Everett
BA Fine Art (Brighton), Foundation Diploma
(City College Brighton), PGCE (Brighton)
Fine Art

Jennifer Fee
BSc Industrial Design Engineering (Brunel),
PGCE Secondary Science (Institute of
Education), QTS (Dept of Education)
Mathematics, Science
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Louise Forster
BA German and Italian (Reading)
German

Peter Franklyn
BSc Science (LSE), QTS (GTC),
PGCE Mathematics (Middlesex)
Mathematics

Garry Haslett
BSc Physics with Astrophysics (Kent)
Physics

Gonneke Hazel
BEd (University of Applied Sciences,
Hogeschool van Amsterdam)
Biology, Science

Odette Hudson
Licence d’Enseignement des Langues Étrangères
(France), DipLanguage (Denmark)
French

Joanna Kay
BA Painting (Camberwell College, UAL)
Art, Photography

Lisa Kilmartin
BA Natural Sciences, (Trinity College, Dublin),
PGCE (University College Dublin)
Biology, Science

Sanjeev Kumar Sareen
BA Accounting Studies (Polytechnic of
West London), MSc Financial Managerial
Controls (Southampton)
Accounting, Economics

Chella Nathan
Particle Physics (Brunel), Astrophysics (Queen
Mary), MA Mathematics (Open University), PGCE
(Greenwich), BA Engineering (University of
North London), BSc Physics (Jaffna University)
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics

Sakae Osakabe
Diploma in Floral Art & Design (NAFAS),
Japanese Language Teachers Training Course
(Japanese Education Teachers Society), Japanese
Teachers Training (Asahi Culture Center)
Japanese

Virash Patel
BSc Chemistry, PhD Chemistry
(University of North London)
Chemistry

Michael Peat
BA Divinity (UCL), BSc Physics (Birmingham)
Philosophy

Sean Pillai
MA Civil Engineering with Business
Management (Warwick)
Mathematics

Dr Barry Rhule
PhD Philosophy (Westfield College, UCL),
BSc Science (Polytechnic of North London)
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics

Wesley Rykalski
BA History, MA Medieval Studies (UCL)
Media Studies, History

Abdul Sami
BSc Pure Mathematics, MSc Science in
Mathematics (UCL), PhD Philosophy
(Imperial College)
Mathematics

Sangthian (Jak) Sritraipop
BA Applied Art (Silapakorn University, Thailand)
Graphics, Photography

Piers Tattersall
BA Music Composition (Royal Northern
College of Music), MA Music Composition
(Royal College of Music)
Music

Sarah Thompson*
BA Human Sciences (Oxford),
MSc Neuroscience (UCL)
Psychology

Christopher Todd
BSc Chemistry (East Anglia) PGCE
(Roehampton)
Chemistry

Lauren Vanderhurst
MA English (UCL), PGCE (IOE)
English Language, English Literature

Dane Weatherman
BA English Literature (Manchester)
English Literature, IELTS

Michael Wilkinson
BA Politics (SOAS), MSc Politics and Sociology
(Birkbeck College)
Government and Politics

Admissions and Marketing
Suzanna Liu
BA French and German (King's College)
Admissions and Visa Officer

Christopher Masters*
BA Law (Oxford), MA History of Art
(Courtauld Institute),
Post Grad Museum Studies (Manchester)
Admissions Tutor

Anh Nguyen
BA Graphic Design New Media (UCA)
Admissions Officer

Sophie Smith
BA Film Studies (Kent), MA Arts Criticism (Kent)
Admissions Support

Shaheena Teeluck
LLB (Wolverhampton), LLM, LPC (Westminster)
Head of Admissions

IT and Premises
Fabio Carpene
IT and Premises Manager

Eddie Nguyen
IT and Premises Assistant

Administration
Habibah Ali
College Administrator

Amy Buck
Year 12 Academic Administrator

Huong (Chloe) Bui
Finance Officer

Nancy Bui
Head of Finance, Examinations & Compliance

Stephanie Cooke
Activities Coordinator

Cassandra Denton
College Administrator

Adrian Greenland
Middle School Academic Administrator

Marcus Loudon
College Administrator

Kathleen McCullough*
Year 13 Administrator
Head of Academic Administration

Hien Nguyen
Head of Administration
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During its most recent inspection, Ashbourne received an outstanding report

from OFSTED, the Government’s inspectorate for education. The college

received the highest grading in 6 of the 7 categories assessed. An excerpt from

the report follows below and the full report may be accessed through the

college’s website.

Ashbourne Independent College provides an outstanding quality of

education and meets its aims effectively. As a result of an outstanding

curriculum and outstanding teaching the students make outstanding progress.

Their spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is outstanding, as is

their behaviour. The college has robust procedures for safeguarding. Much of

the success is due to the dynamic leadership of the Director of Studies.”

Ashbourne was also one of the first private colleges to achieve HTS (Highly

Trusted Sponsor) status from the government body UKVI (United Kingdom

Visa Immigration).

“
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RES ULTS

A level 2015 (354 exams) University Destinations

The list below shows the most popular destinations

of our A level graduates over the past 5 years.

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge

Imperial College London

University College London (UCL)

University of Manchester

King's College London

City University

University of Sussex

London School of Economics (LSE)

University of Warwick

University of Bristol

University of Southampton

University of Arts London (UAL)



17 Old Court Place, Kensington, London W8 4PL

Telephone +44 (0)20 7937 3858
Facsimile +44 (0)20 7937 2207

E-mail admissions@ashbournecollege.co.uk

Website www.ashbournecollege.co.uk
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